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Introduction

Figure 1: The Virtual Observatory provides a rich source of material
for preparing presentations for the general public in digital planetaria.
However, the effort required in preparing the data for display in most
planetaria is considerable.

The most common software used in domes today (e.g. SkySkan and
Digistar) cannot read data from standard astronomical formats.

Proposed pipeline

Figure 2: Proposed pipeline to enable the extraction of catalogue
data from the Virtual Observatory and its conversion into formats
which can be used by planetaria software systems.

Main File Formats

Figure 3: LEFT: .speck (txt) file. RIGHT: octree struture used to store
astronomical data as binary files.

Perhaps the most common file structure used by planetaria software
systems is the speck file. However, octree binary files offer several
advantages over speck files such as: faster loading and no need to
fit the whole data into memory, as octree nodes can be loaded or
removed from memory as needed.
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OpenSpace Visualizations

Figure 4: Visualization of about 48 million objects from KiDS Data
Release 3. Data was extracted from FITS tables, then 3D coordinates
were estimated, stored as octree binary files and then the objects
were visualized using OpenSpace.

Figure 5: A lateral view of the KiDS data.

Figure 6: Globular cluster of M4 or Messier 4 (NGC6121) which
has about 30,000 stars. When seen telescopically, it features a
characteristic "bar" structure across the space.

Conclusions and future work

The ultimate realeases of data as collected from astronomical devices
are available for the general public. Tools and techniques to visualize
the data in digital planetaria are available as well. However, prepar-
ing the data for such visualizations is still time consuming. Here, we
present a possible pathway to accelerate this process. In the near
future we plan to develop a graphical user interface to facilitate data
preparation for digital planetaria.


